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Dear Sirs,

New Massey Ferguson 300 Xtra Series
We are pleased to announce the introduction of Massey Ferguson 300
Xtra Series for non compliant markets in the Africa and Middle East
region where the Massey Ferguson 200 Xtra Series is not offered.
The new range shares many common features with the Massey
Ferguson 200 Xtra tractors offering a rugged reliable entry level
specification perfectly suited for a wide variety of tasks with low running
costs.
Initially 3 models will be offered, the range expanding as new models are
developed to suit market requirements.

Rated Power
Max Torque

hp (kW)
NM

MF 345 Xtra
50 (37)
172

MF 375 Xtra MF 385 Xtra
75 (56)
82 (61)
290
300
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Key Features
The Massey Ferguson 300 Xtra Series incorporates many key features:
•

AD3.152 Direct injection engine MF 345 Xtra
4.41 Direct injection engine MF 375 Xtra 75hp / 56kW & MF 385 Xtra 82hp / 61kW

•

Low maintenance oil bath air filter with pre-filter

•

Dual clutch

•

8F x 2R sliding mesh gearbox

•

Dry drum brakes on entry level MF 345 Xtra

•

Oil immersed brakes with epicyclic reductions MF 375 Xtra & MF 385 Xtra

•

Mechanical clutch and brake actuation

•

540 revs/min live drive power take off

•

2wd front axle on all models

•

4wd front axle available on MF 385 Xtra

•

Open centre hydraulic system with 17ltr/min hydraulic flow

•

Trailer tipping pipe

•

Hydrostatic steering MF 375 Xtra & MF 385 Xtra

•

Ferguson Scotch Yoke Hydraulic Pump

•

Ferguson 2 lever rear linkage control
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Engines
Powered by 3 & 4 cylinder engines incorporating a cylinder block with internal ribbing for
excellent strength, combined with well proven direct mechanical fuel injection, deliver
power and torque characteristics with longevity and economical fuel consumption
demanded by customers.
The high torque levels ensure good pulling power helping reduce the number of gear
changes required when load increases are encountered.
Fuel is supplied from a fuel tank located under the engine hood for all models giving
easy filling without impacting operator platform, visibility or ground clearance. All models
feature dual fuel filters, one being fitted with a water separator.
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Transmission
All models are fitted with a well proven 305mm dual clutch, the MF 375 and MF 385
Xtra are specified with Cerametallic drive plates, driving the 8 Forward and 2 Reverse
sliding spur gear transmission. Providing 4 well spaced gears in 2 ranges gives ample
speed options suitable for a variety of tasks, easily selected by the centre shift
transmission controls.
All models are configured with a safety start mechanism preventing the engine starting
should the transmission be left in gear.

Rear Axle
The Massey Ferguson 300 Xtra rear axle is well suited to this power sector featuring
robust components equipped with independent oil immersed brakes and outboard
epicyclic reduction units, MF 345 Xtra featuring a straight through drive with
independent outboard drum brakes for strong stopping power with ease of serviceability
for small scale users.
All models incorporates live drive 540 rpm pto with standard 6 spline 35mm shaft. This
allows drive to be transferred to rear mounted implements such as mowers or static
threshing machines, keeping linkages to a minimum.
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Hydraulics
The internal Massey Ferguson Scotch Yoke Pump, is unique to the Massey Ferguson
design. The pump is situated in the bottom of the rear axle centre housing, immersed in
oil. This ensures that it is always accessible to the oil so very reliable, but also means
that oil lines are kept to a minimum giving uninterrupted oil supply to the gearbox & rear
axle.
All models are supplied with a trailer tipping pipe allowing the hydraulic system to be
used for simple hydraulic functions as well as the rear linkage.

Rear Linkage & Hitch
The rear 3 point linkage offers compatibility for category 1 and category 2 implements.
This allows the Massey Ferguson 300 Xtra Series to use a wide variety of implements,
with lift capacities of 1415kgs for the MF 345 Xtra and 2145kgs for the MF 375 and MF
385 Xtra, they are capable of handling implements from small mowers & transport
boxes to heavier implements such as small ploughs and cultivators.
The Ferguson Mechanical top link sensing is tried and tested and is well renowned for
being easy to use but also for reliability and one of the most accurate mechanical
linkage controls systems in the industry.
A swinging drawbar is also included as part of the standard specification
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Front axle
All models are offered with a strong box section adjustable 2 wheel drive front axle
giving excellent manoeuvrability and adjustable track width. The entry level Massey
Ferguson 345 Xtra is specified with mechanical steering whilst all other models have
hydrostatic steering, oil being supplied from a dedicated engine driven oil pump.

The Massey Ferguson 385 Xtra can be supplied with the factory fitted 4 wheel drive
front axle. Specified with a limited slip differential the front axle boosts traction and
stability with maximum simplicity and minimal maintenance. The offset driveline gives
the tractor a low centre of gravity keeping good ground clearance and is mechanically
engaged.
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Operator environment & Electrics
The operator environment is classic footstep layout with all controls falling easily to hand
from the mechanically adjustable spring seat. This ensures different operators can find a
comfortable seating position at all times & safely reach all the driving controls.
All models are specified with a sun canopy with support frame and seat belt.
A tool box is conveniently located to the left of the operator.

As part of the standard specification the Massey Ferguson 300 Xtra Series are
equipped with an alternator to providing reliable electrical power, catering not only
standard road lights, but also the rear mounted work lamp to illuminate any mounted
implements and analogue instrument panel which affords easy to view information on
tractor status.
All models are specified with front weights.
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Should you require any further information on the Massey Ferguson 300 Xtra Series
please contact me.
Yours faithfully

Marketing Specialist – Africa & Middle East

